
Yum, Yum, Eat 'em Up ! 
 
by Earl P. Holt III 
 
What kind of thoughtless fools would send young, naive and innocent 
white kids to their deaths in the world's nastiest shithole, populated by 
witless black savages?   Even worse, send them into a nation terrorized 
by heavily armed and roving gangs of the species Homo habilis?   

David and Natalie Lloyd were white missionaries in their early-20s 
missioning in Haiti, and were murdered in May of 2024 . They weren't 
the first, and they won't be the last to be mindlessly sacrificed on the 
altar of evangelism.  They tried to bring the Gospel to Haitians through 
an organization named Missions in Haiti, founded 24 years ago by 
David's father.  Like most missionaries, they assumed that their altruism 
would immunize them against the savagery that now defines Haiti. 

   

 

The Lloyds and The House of Compassion 



The orphanage they ran is called House of Compassion.  Ironically, the 
sub-human savages who murdered these two innocent kids -- and 
many other whites before them -- were devoid of compassion.  
Compassion is one of those complex, higher-order emotions that are 
usually found only in the more highly-evolved frontal lobes of whites 
and Asians.  It is conspicuously absent in the under-evolved brains of 
Homo habilis, which has an average IQ of 67.  Compassion is as alien to 
Haitians as Integral Calculus or The Rule Against Perpetuities. 

Nor are these cretins capable of understanding altruism.  Among most 
blacks, acts of altruism are alien and incomprehensible, so they often 
regard those who engage in altruistic acts as "marks."  Marks are 
considered suitable targets, and deserving only of exploitation, like a 
cripple, a blind person, or a lunatic. 

Sadly, on May 23rd, a bloodthirsty Haitian gang broke into their shelter, 
tied-up David, and then stole the mission's payroll.  By the time David 
managed to free himself, a different gang broke in and finished the job 
by shooting to death both Natalie and David.  The second gang of savages 
then burned their bodies but did not eat them, although "Missionary 
Stew" and barbecued whites are a popular dish in Haiti. 

 

 

The Lloyds & Homo habilis 



Haiti has a long record of murdering Christian missionaries who are sent 
there solely to help its inhabitants.  In September of 2016, a 51 year-old 
Catholic Nun from Spain named Isabelle Sola was shot to death by a 
black savage in Haiti.  Her only transgressions were feeding the poor and 
making prosthetic devices for amputees.  A colleague described her as 
"a tireless servant of God."  

In 2015, a 55 year-old American missionary from Tennessee named 
Barbara Edwards was shot to death while driving a vehicle  in Haiti.  She 
was the director of a foster home and feeding center for the poor, which 
we will always have with us.  A friend remembered her as having "an 
unwavering love of God, her children, and the people of Haiti."  Neither 
her faith nor her unwavering love were able to save her. 

In May of 2014, a U.S. missionary named George Knoop was stabbed to 
death in Haiti by some n*gger who stole the computer he was carrying.  
Since no black on the entire island could actually use a computer, it was 
probably thrown in a trash pile after a while.  A spokesman for his mission 
stated that Knoop "felt that God wanted him there, where people had 
need." That spokesman might have added, "...have endless needs..." 

In April of 2013, a 62 year-old Canadian missionary named Richard Joyal 
of the Marianist Catholic Brothers was shot to death in Port-au-Prince 
immediately after withdrawing money from a Haitian bank.  The n*ggers 
shot him in the head and then rode off on their motorcycles with their 
loot.  Mr. Joyal died instantly.  

Even black savages with low IQs eventually recognize that these 
missionaries are more valuable to them alive than dead, so many more 
have been abducted and held for ransom rather than murdered.  In 2021, 
a savage black gang abducted 17 Amish and Mennonite missionaries and 
held them for 61 days, including seven woman and five children.  
Fortunately, several managed to escape one night, but the rest were 
eventually released only after their ransom was paid. 



 

Victims of Abduction by Haitian Savages 

 

Haiti is the inevitable and final stage of black attempts at self-
government after whites have fled or been killed-off.  Then, Rule of Law 
lasts a matter of milliseconds and only the law-of-the-jungle prevails.  
The same phenomenon is readily apparent  in an earlier stage of decline 
in many American cities that are under the control of blacks, such as 
Chicago, Detroit, Washington, Cleveland, Philadelphia, St. Louis, 
Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Atlanta, Baltimore, etc., etc., etc. 

After his son and daughter-in-law were murdered at the mission he 
founded, David Lloyd's father stated that he is praying for calm in Haiti 
so he can send the n*ggers more victims, (although he phrased it quite 
differently.)  Haven't American organizations supplied Haiti with enough 
murder victims, already?  Is this shithole really worth the cost in human 
lives?  Do missionaries have some kind of martyr complex or crucifixion 
complex?  Do these naive but well-meaning people really think God 
wants them to expose themselves to execution squads of sub-human, 
black animals? 



Haiti's decline began the day that the last white was murdered in the 
Haitian Revolution of 1791 to 1804.  There, the black savages gathered 
up every white on the island and slaughtered them, just as their under-
evolved heirs continue to do this very day.  Inspired by the "Reign of 
Terror" during the French Revolution,  Haitian death squads dragged the 
families of plantation owners to their deaths, but they also added French 
and English civil servants to their murder rolls.  The only difference is that 
now they use assault rifles rather than rope or machetes. 

Wikipedia ludicrously claims the Haitian Revolution "...challenged long-
held European beliefs about alleged black inferiority and about slaves' 
ability to achieve and maintain their own freedom."  Since it has 
remained a parasitic shit-hole of anarchy ever since, Wikipedia's 
assessment may be taken with a large helping of salt.  Nearly every 
school and hospital in Haiti was built by whites, since blacks aren't 
capable of such undertakings. 
 

The Beginning of Haiti's End  



Teaching the Gospel of Jesus Christ in Haiti or any black shithole is a fool's 
errand:  when the children eventually grow up, they discard Christianity 
in favor of Voodoo, which is the true religion of Haiti and practiced by 
nearly 100 percent of its inhabitants.  The brains of primitive, under-
evolved and inferior races are always drawn toward superstition and 
witchcraft, much like a moth to the flame.  

It would be hard to improve on Jared Taylor's assessment of Christian 
missionaries who attempt to bring the Gospel to places like Haiti: 

"Only white people have such an absurd combination of arrogance, 
zeal, self-indulgence, and lunacy.  Only white people peddle gay rights, 
feminism, democracy, world brotherhood, and Jesus to people for 
whom all that is just so much gibberish.   It’s one of many delusions 
from which we suffer."  (Jared Taylor. "Haiti Devours White 
Missionaries," AmRen.com, May 31, 2024.) 


